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‘The Government spends £1.2
billion a year on measures aimed
at tackling problem drug use, yet
does not know what overall effect
this spending is having.’
Public Accounts Committee
honor.rhodes@tccr.org.uk
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Money does matter, we are spending less
sensibly than we could/should, for example…

Why be late if we can be early? I have done later
intervention – as you have too….
• Rubbish and smells
• Dogs
• Violence especially
domestic abuse
• Too many children
• Too few parents
• Teenage pregnancy
• No sense of possible change
• Criminality
• Petitioning neighbours
• Wasted human potential

This is the Watson’s ‘Before’ kitchen,
you should see it now, I am allowed to
show you as they are very proud of
how far they have come

There are families that worry us....
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do we find?
Mental health issues
Domestic abuse
Drugs and alcohol misuse
Learning difficulties
Fractured families
Criminality and anti-social
behaviour
• Child protection/welfare
issues
• Poverty
• ‘Wicked problems’

Louie Watson’s bedroom before

Thinking about what does not work with most
families? Because?
• “You should…” understanding and working
resistance
• Letters or any written communications: hidden or
manifest illiteracy, letter hoarding, other ways of
communicating work better (photobooks, video,
pictorial representations of shopping lists, rules,
what should go where, rotas for basic cleaning)
• Short term interventions: families are expert at
defeating workers, prepare for the long haul
• Sanction only interventions: carrots v. sticks
• Loss of energy/enthusiasm for change: we all are
reluctant to change, workers need energy to sustain
the whole system
• How are you being looked after?
• How much time to read and reflect?

What are your
carrots?

The Watsons and The EIF
•

•

•

The Early Intervention Foundation’s focus is on the flow of evidence between research,
policy and practice, to improve children’s outcomes and break intergenerational
patterns of disadvantage and dysfunction. HOW COULD THE WATSONS BE HELPED
BEST NOW and how can we stop other families developing such complex problems?
EIF as a catalyst for culture change nationally and locally to move from late to Early
Intervention. A pre-emptive, early approach not only has the potential to improve the
lives of children and families, but also represents an intelligent approach to spending –
with possible long term savings as a result.
To provide independent, authoritative and accessible advice through:

•

Assessment of the evidence on what works – to determine both the best early
interventions available and their relative value for money;

•

Advice to all on the best practical, evidence-based measures, and how to deliver them
effectively to make the most impact for children and families;

•

Advocacy for EI as a serious alternative to expensive & less effective late intervention

.

Prevent crime, violence and antisocial behaviour?

Weigh research, add more

Assessment requires measurement
• Where are your results? Where is
your authority? Where are the
families you worry about most?
• Where can you get the best return
for the resources (your skills, time
and money) invested
• Prevention works…who is doing it?
• Early intervention works….

• Late intervention works…(a bit)
• Two things work better together
than one thing (Feinstein)

• The more parents enjoy parenting
programmes the ….
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Why on earth are we talking
about this now?
• New CSR being planned, will it be an EI one?
• Evidence based policy making, Turning The Curve, CSJ, Aos and WSIPP,
Early Intervention Foundation, Project Oracle, Dartington, Allen Reviews,
Social Finance, Social Banking, NEF Valuing Model, new algorithms for
(s)ROI, new PbR and social tariffs.
• Showing ‘£££s on the ground’ to measure the social and/or economic
value generated as service users move through each life stage and
services
• Who cares? the service user (better outcomes?), the practitioner, the
commissioner/purchaser (Borsetshire Local Authority and CCGs) and
Central Government.

honor.rhodes@tccr.org.uk
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We have a ‘getting to good’ idea of how
much things cost….
http://www.pssru.ac.uk/projectpages/unit-costs/2013/#sections

honor.rhodes@tccr.org.uk
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One LA’s preliminary assessment of the financial
impact of mental health improvement
Mental Health Scale
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Value

(£2,000)
(£4,000)
(£6,000)
(£8,000)
(£10,000)
(£12,000)

(£14,000)
Valid reliably measured change
State

Individual

Pink is the local authority
States=stuck/accepting help/believing/learning/self reliance
honor.rhodes@tccr.org.uk
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How did they know?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They measured with a
Reliable
Valid
Diagnostically useful
Well correlated
Exceptionally well tested
Fit for purpose
Cutting score tool
CORE
http://www.coreims.co.uk/About
_Core_System_How_Used.html

What, when, how ?
• WHAT can we measure
(most things)?
• WHEN shall we measure?
(soon, often)
• HOW shall we measure?
(paying heed to ethics and
good practice)
• SAFE? Yes, if trained,
supervised and the measures
are experienced as really
helpful.
• Have a go?

I am interested in parental couples so I am keen to ask both
parents things….

• There are 1000’s of
excellent, reliable,
valid measures that
can have a financial
valued added to
change (remember it
can get worse…)

Thinking and working relationally is not
promoting marriage, heterosexuality or any
other normative arrangements….
• Quality of co-parenting
relationship affects
• Mental health of individual
parents
• Parenting style
• Child outcomes
• ‘Workfullness’

• Poor relationship coparenting relationship
quality affects
• Child attainment
• Child behaviour
• Child’s family and peer
relationships
• Child’s adult mental health
• Child’s adult partner
choices

http://www.tccr.ac.uk/policy

We could work more relationally
even/particularly where there is parental couple conflict
trouble in most families starts here….
• Find out about it
• Secure agreement to work on it
as a planned piece of work
• Measure it
• Be confident that you can
explain why it is important to
be attended to
• Try it out your thoughts and
clinical tools on yourself, and
your colleagues, but best not
your friends and family
• http://pelorous.totallyplc.com/
media_manager/public/115/Ev
ents/22Sep2011/Families_in_tr
ouble_assessment_factsheet.p
df

Can we help?

Just ask, happy to help honor.rhodes@tccr.org.uk

Have a chocolate or a medal, you definitely deserve
both

My work will be done when…
The Department of Love (DoL) Please come in, we
really can help

..Will it come like a
change in the weather?
Will its greeting be
courteous or rough?
Will it alter my life
altogether?
O tell me the truth
about love.
WH Auden

